
 

 

STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 
 
MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: Hawke’s Bay Racing Inc Date: Saturday 5th April, 2014 
Weather: Showery 
Track: Dead 4 
Rail: Out 4 metres 
Stewards: N Goodwin (Chairman), B Bateup, L Tidmarsh 
Typist: L Goodwin 

 

GENERAL:  
 

 

SUPPLEMENTARY:  
Awapuni Saturday 29th March, 2014 - Crombie Lockwood Premier - POPP ‘N’ LINDAUER  
Trainer S Tyler advised that POPP ‘N’ LINDAUER underwent an endoscopic examination immediately after galloping on 
Wednesday morning which revealed an inflamed soft palette. It is his intention to treat the filly prior to starting on 16th 
April, 2014. 
 

 

SUMMARY: 
Swabbing: ATOZED, THE POSTIE, SOVEREIGN ROSE, MCLAREN, ALICE WEBB ELLIS, SIVERDALE, MAE WEST, 

HOT SPOT, REGALO REAAL 
Suspensions: Race  2 

 
 
8 

J Riddell (MISS IRENE) 
[Rule 638(1)(d)] – Careless riding – suspended from close of racing 12th April up to 
and including 21st April (5 days) 
R Smyth (HESTOLEMYROSES) 
[Rule 638(1)(d)] – Careless riding – suspended from close of racing 19th April up to 
and including 2nd May (6 days) 

Protests: Race   

Fines: Race   B Lammas  
[Rule 330(3)(c)] overweight - $100 

Warnings: Race    

Bleeders: Race   

Horse Actions Race   
 

 

  

Rider Changes: Race  1 
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S Doyle replaced B Lammas on DAME MARGOT who was unable to make the 
weight 
M Dee replaced R Myers on PERONI who was injured in the first race 
S Doyle replaced R Myers on MALROSE 
M Dravitzki replaced R Myers on SANRIBA 
D Walker replaced R Myers on MISS BENCI 
K Smith replaced B Lammas on ONLYAROSE 
B Grylls replaced R Myers on ADOLAY 
T Russell replaced B Lammas on FREDERICK WILLIAM 
J Riddell replaced R Myers on THE KNIGHT’S QUEEN 
D Turner replaced R Myers on CHOPPER 
K Smith replaced B Lammas on DECORUM  
H Tinsley replaced R Myers on MISSTEEFLYING 



 

 

Late Scratchings: Race  5 
 

Rule 632 – MELS EVIE – declared a non- runner 

 
RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 www.hawkesbayracing.co.nz SPRINT 

B Lammas was unable to make the weight on DAME MARGOT and was replaced by S Doyle.  
JED (C Dell) jumped away awkwardly. 
DAME MARGOT (S Doyle) was crowded leaving the barrier then skied its head when being restrained near the 1200 
metres. 
DAME MARGOT was obliged to make its run three wide from the 800 metres. 
SURREAL STORM (J Riddell) and GRACE WITH POWER (M Dee) were held up rounding the turn and had to shift ground to 
avoid the retreating BEYOND BELIEF (R Myers). 
BEYOND BELIEF compounded after leading throughout and collapsed and died near the 200 metres after hemorrhaging. 
Rider R Myers incurred a dislocated shoulder and was stood down for her remaining engagements.  
When questioned into the disappointing run of ELUSIVE GOLD rider H Tinsley could offer no excuse.  

Race 2 ANIMAL THERAPEUTICS ONLINE SPRINT 

M Dee replaced R Myers on PERONI. 
MUTT WILLIAMS (B Murray) began awkwardly and got back at the start. 
COLOMBIAN PRINCE (S Doyle) raced three wide without cover throughout. 
HEDGE FUND (D Walker) had to be steadied near the 400 metres when awkwardly placed on the heels of PERONI (M Dee). 
PERONI had difficulty obtaining clear racing room early in the home straight. 
J Riddell (MISS IRENE) admitted a charge of careless riding under [Rule 638(1)(d) in that he allowed his mount to shift 
inwards shortly after the start when not clear of PRIDE ROCK (R Stam) which clipped a heel and blundered. After 
deliberations J Riddell had his license to ride in races suspended from the conclusion of racing on Saturday 12th April up to 
and including Monday 21st April (5days).  

Race 3 STELLA ARTOIS MILE 

S Doyle replaced R Myers on MALROSE. 
SOVEREIGN ROSE (M Dee) began awkwardly and was further hampered when DAL DANTRIX (J Parkes) shifted out. 
MENDOZA (D Walker) raced wide without cover over the last 900 metres. 
MALROSE (S Doyle) shifted out under pressure near the 250 metres momentarily hampering ON THE HILL (T Russell). 
When questioned into the performance of MENDOZA rider D Walker stated MENDOZA was unsuited by the tempo of the 
race and would benefit from the run. 

Race 4 THE NAPIER PARK SPRINT PRELUDE 

M Dravitzki replaced R Myers on SANRIBA. 
ALLEYOOP (J Parkes) and SHEZGORGEOUS (B Grylls) began awkwardly and settled back. 
ALLEYOOP skied its head when being steadied near the 1000 metres. 
THE HOMBRE (J Riddell) raced three wide without cover in the early stages. 
SANRIBA (M Dravitzki) was hampered near the 200 metres when SHEZGORGEOUS (B Grylls) shifted out under pressure. 
Also hampered to a lesser extent was JACK’S POINT ((R Smythe). 
When questioned into the performance of ALLEYOOP rider J Parkes said the mare was disadvantaged after being slow 
away and in his opinion was better suited to leading. 

Race 5 DUNSTAN FEEDS AUTUMN SPRINT CHAMPIONSHIP QUALIFIER 

D Walker replaced R Myers on MISS BENCI. 
B Lammas was unable to make the weight on ONLYAROSE and was replaced by K Smith. 
ONLYAROSE (K Smith) raced four wide without cover throughout. 
SHE’S SLINKY (J Shackleton) was held up rounding the final bend until near the 300 metres. 
When questioned regarding the performance of AMETHYST rider J Parkes could offer no tangible excuse other than 
drawing wide  
MEL’S EVIE (M Dee) was deemed to have been denied a fair start as a consequence of being held by an attendant as the 
start was effected. After considering submissions the JCA declared MEL’S EVIE a non-runner.  

Race 6 WINDSOR PARK HAWKE’S BAY CUP PRELUDE 

B Grylls replaced R Myers on ADOLAY. 
B Lammas was unable to make the weight on FREDERICK WILLIAM and was replaced by T Russell. 
JUST A TIP (K Chiong) made the first bend awkwardly when improving to the lead. 
SADLERS ROCK (J Parkes) was obliged to make its run wide rounding the final bend. 
SILVERDALE (H Tinsley) was held up entering the home straight prior to shifting out near the 350 metres to obtain clear 
running. 

Race 7 DHL GLOBAL EXPRESS HANDICAP SPRINT 

http://www.hawkesbayracing.co.nz/


 

 

J Riddell replaced R Myers on THE KNIGHT’S QUEEN. 
ELLIE’O (T Russell) was slow to begin (3 lengths). 
LA ADELITA (M Dee) was inclined to shift out under pressure momentarily hampering LIVE LIFE (K Smith) near the 100 
metres. 

Race 8                     DESERT GOLD CLUB SPRINT 

D Turner replaced R Myers on CHOPPER. 
B Lammas was unable to make the weight on DECORUM and was replaced by K Smith. 
HESTOLEMYROSES (R Smyth) jumped out abruptly at the star tightening SPEEDING (M Dee), REYKJAVIK (B Murray), 
WHERO NUI (S Doyle) and CHOPPER (D Turner) which was tightened and got back. 
REYKJAVIK had to be steadied off heels for some distance near the 800 metres when over-racing in restricted room. 
DECORUM (K Smith) raced three wide without cover throughout. 
HESTOLEMYROSES shifted out under hard riding in the home straight dictating HESALLJAZZ over considerable extra 
ground. 
Connections of the fourth placed HESALLJAZZ (J Riddell) lodged a protest against the second placed HESTOLEMYROSES (R 
Smyth) alleging interference in the final straight. After deliberations the JCA upheld the protest with the new placing being 
(9) (15) (1) (12). 
R Smyth (HESTOLEMYROSES) admitted a charge of careless riding under [Rule 638(1)(d) in that she allowed her mount to 
shift outward in the final straight hampering HESALLJAZZ. 
After deliberations R Smyth had her license to ride in races suspended from the conclusion of racing on Saturday 19th April 
up to and including Friday 2nd May (6 days). 

Race 9                     TRINITY HILL HANDICAP 

H Tinsley replaced R Myers on MISSTEEFLYING. 
Due to an oversight by a grounds man the rail at the crossing was not in place when the field passed on the first occasion. 
REGALO REAAL (C Dell) shifted in abruptly at the start dictating SINGLE GIRL (M Dravitzki), DOING TIME (T Russell), and 
MISSTEEFLYING (H Tinsley) into the line of O’CEIRINS SECRET (B Lammas) which was tightened and blundered. Contributing 
to the incident was outward movement from GAMER ROYALE (D Walker). Prior to the authorisation of dividends 
connections of the second placed O’CEIRINS SECRET viewed coverage of the start with regard to lodging an objection 
against the winner REGALO REAAL but elected not to proceed. 
PALMERS PRIDE (B Grylls) was held up shortly after entering the final straight prior to gaining clear running near the 200 
metres. 
Trainer S Cameron attributed the winner REGALO REAAL’s improvement to being freshened after campaigning in the South 
Island. 

 


